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POST-GREECE 
 

Driver/Mechanic Charles Robert Kemp, 211 Coy, RASC 
 

Relevant parts of his post-liberation PoW questionnaire are shown overleaf, but significant, interesting, 
essential and frequently hard-to-read details are highlighted here.  The original layout, (mis)spelling and 
punctuation is preserved as far as is reasonable. 
 
 
Liberated PoW Questionnaire (from National Archive, Kew) 
 
Stalag XVIIIA Registration Number 6007. 
 
No: 160360  Rank: Driver/Mech  Surname: Kemp 
Christian Names: Charles Robert 
Unit:   Royal Army Service Corps, 211 Company 
Division:  Army 
Date of Birth:  25 – 2 - 1907 
Date of Enlistment: 1 – 2 - 40  
Civilian Profession: Heavy Lorry Driver 
Private Address: 90  The Bungalows  Edlinton 
   Near Doncaster, Yorkshire, England 
 
Place & Date of Original Capture: Kalamata, Greece 28 - 4 - 41 
Wounded when Captured?  No 
Main Camps in which Imprisoned: 
 Transit   Corinth   3 – 5 – 41    17 – 6 – 41 (approx.) 
 Stalag XVIIID / 306 Marburg, Yugoslavia 5 – 7 – 41 20 – 6 – 42       “ 
 68/GW   Thesen / Marburg 20 – 6 – 42 2 - 11 – 42 
 212/L   Radochen / Stiermark 2 – 11 – 42 1 – 4 – 44 
 121/GW  Gams / Marburg 1 – 4 – 44 2 – 1 – 45 
 95/GW   Marien / St Lorensen 2 – 1 – 45 14 – 4 - 45 
Working Camps: 
 Thesen   20 – 6 – 42 2 - 11 – 42  Labourer 
 Radochen  2 – 11 – 42 1 – 4 – 44  Farm Labour 
 Gams   1 – 4 – 44 2 – 1 – 45  Labourer 
 Marien   2 – 1 – 45 14 – 4 – 45     ditto 
 
 
Serious Illnesses:  Hoemarkarls??? Exposure to wet  3 months 
Adequate Medical Treatment: Yes operation in Graz IVB Hospital  
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Charles Kemp – PoW Questionnaire, Page 1 only 
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From Ian Brown’s “Stalag 18A” website: 

Work Camp  86 GW 
 

Work Parties: 66GW, 67GW, 68GW 

Location: Thesen, near Marburg on the Drau 

Type of work: Construction 

Man of Confidence: Bdr E.W. Legget 

Number of Men: 251 

Known to be present 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

? Adams Sgt     Australia; escaped 1944 

Victor Leonard Bailey Gnr RA 4512 Also 143/GW 

George Cable Sailor HMS Gloucester   England; escaped 1944 

George Cotter Gnr     Australia; escaped 1944 

Viv Harper       NZ; escaped 1944 

? Honeywell Sgt Indian Army     

Walter Stephen Hunt Pte 24th Bn. 4646 NZ; 68/GW 

? Jennings Sgt     Australia; escaped 1944 

Charles H.J. Lawrence Tpr RAC 6047 Also 7010/GW 

E.W. Legget Bdr RA 6946   

Alec Marshall Pte R Ulst. R   Also 78/L; escaped 1944 

R.D. McCurdy Pte   4576 New Zealand 

Sid Paling       England 

? Poidevin Sgt     Australia; escaped 1944 

Albert 'Paddy' Roachock Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 7422 Australia 

? Rose Sgt Leics.   England 

Albert Arthur Smith Cpl Foresters 7474   

Harold J.F.E. Tideswell Sgmn R Sigs 4434 Also 539/L, 1010/GW 

Andrew Carr Tulip Sgmn R Sigs 5341 Co. Durham 

Elvet Williams Pte Welch 5841 Also 2056/L, 785/GW; escaped 1944 

? Winstanley       England 

  

 
 

 

Large group 4th Hussar POWs Stephen Hunt group 

 

 

 

Christmas Christmas Christmas 

http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/wc539L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/wc1010gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/wc785gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/tideswell/tideswell03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/lawrence/lawrence01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/hunt/hunt02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/lawrence/lawrence03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/lawrence/lawrence02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/rowe/roweg03.jpg
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Charles Lawrence Andrew Tulip Harold Tideswell 

 

    

Albert Smith group     

(The 4th Hussars and Christmas photos above are probably from 68/GW, but there is some doubt. These 
pictures kindly loaned by Bob Lawrence, son of Charles Lawrence, and Gill Rowe, daughter of Victor 
Bailey. The top right picture is definitely from 68/GW and includes Pte Stephen Hunt, 24th Bn. 2NZEF, 
kindly sent by his son, Eric. The Albert Smith picture comes from his son, David.) 

Date of visit: September 8th 1943 (by International Red Cross) 

General Description 

Big camp formed by two barracks of the latest type with corridor. Special hut for washhouse and latrines. 
There is a compound for basketball inside the barbed wire. There is no dayroom in the camp. The 
delegate asked that one should be added as in the winter the men had no opportunity whatever for plays 
or concerts. 

Interior arrangement 

The barracks contain a certain number of rooms left and right of the corridor for 15 to 20 men. There is 
electric light in the barracks and the heating is said to be adequate. 

Bathing and washing facilities 

Adequate. 

Toilet facilities 

Latrines (flush type) adequate. 

Food and Cooking 

The food is fetched at the works canteen. Private food is cooked in the sleeping quarters. 

Medical attention and sickness 

Medical attention is given by a civilian doctor attached to the works. There is a revier in the camp with 10 
beds. The sanitators look after the sick. Medical supply adequate. Dental treatment in order.  

Clothing 

Good. 

 

http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/lawrence/chjlawrence.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/tideswell/tideswell04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/tideswell/tideswell01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/smithdavid/smithdavid.jpg
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Laundry 

Done by the men.  

Money and Pay 

Correct. 

Canteen 

Some articles can be bought by the Man of Confidence in Marburg.  

Religious activity 

Regular visits from Stalag.  

Recreation and exercise 

Basketball is played in the camp. A football ground will be available outside the camp after 15th October. 

Mail 

Regular 

Welfare work 

In order. 

Complaints 

There was a complaint that the treatment of prisoners of war in this enterprise was not fair. They ask to be 
considered as soldiers and not merely as working slaves. The accompanying officer promised to see the 
director of works about this.  

General impression 

Materially speaking this camp is very good but the attitude of the German civilian authorities creates 
continual difficulties. If this situation should go on, the Stalag would close this camp and take the 
prisoners-of-war back.  

There is another mention of this Work Camp in a larger review of several work camps.  

April 22nd 1944  

The immediate dissolution of work detachments 64/65/68 GW at Thesen near Marburg was confirmed by 
Commandant.  

(This reference refers to a special report dated 28th April 1944, which I don't have.) 
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Work Camp  95 GW 
 

Location: St Marein - St Lorenzen 

Type of work: Construction 

Man of Confidence: Sgt Maj M.H. Mantle, RASC 

Assistant: St Sgt W.J. Walters 

British Medical Officer: Capt J.G. Munro, RAMC 

Number of Men: 994 

Known to be present 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

Edwin ('Mick') Alderson Spr RE 7862 Lincs.; capt'd N.Africa; Italy POW 

Sam Baker         

Syd E Bamfield Tpr RAC 8157   

Robert William Bell L/Cpl   8496 New Zealand 

Eric Bennett Dvr RASC 8285 Yorkshire; capt'd Tobruk; Italy POW 

W Bird     8837?   

A Bracewell     8761?   

George Joseph Bristow Gnr RA 7967 London; capt'd N.Africa 

Frederick George Cunningham Cpl RAOC 7435   

William Henry Davies Gnr RA 8855 capt'd N. Africa; Italy POW 

B Egleton         

Jackie Foster   Australia     

N.Y.T. Gregory Pte   8687 Auckland, NZ; Italy POW 

C.A.W. (Arthur) Hunt Pte 25 Bn 8887 NZ; capt'd N.Africa; Italy POW; 1139/L 

William Jary Cpl RAC 1219   

F Johnson         

Jimmy Johnstone         

William Fleming Keeling Pte A&SH 6358 Died from work injuries, 31.1.44 

Arthur Kerr L/Cpl North. Fus. 8160 Capt'd N. Africa; Italy POW 

David Lewis Dvr RASC 8071   

F Longhurst         

Maurice H Mantle CSM RASC 7881   

F Mellish     8845?   

James Gibson Munroe Capt RAMC 1503 M.O.; also 18A, 10029/GW 

Tom Parfitt     1256?   

K.H. Scott Pte   7850 New Zealand 

William Smith Pte HLI 8232   

Fred Taylor         

Robert James Thornton Rfmn R Ulster Rif. 7283   

Harold E Tindall Dvr RASC 3150   

Jim Henry Tompkins Pte 2/24 Inf. Bn. 8694 Victoria, Australia; capt'd N. Africa, Italy POW 

Leslie Jessie Watson Pte 2/32 Inf. Bn. 6626 WA, Australia 

Herbert R.W. Webster Gnr RA 6817   

  

http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/wc10029gw.html
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Names and Photographs supplied by: 

Leslie Brown, daughter of William Smith,  
Stuart Bennett, son of Eric Bennett,  
Carole Davies, daughter of William Davies, 
Julie Gardener, daughter of Robert Thornton, 
Bryan Alderson, son of Edwin Alderson. 

Bill Kettler, now living in California, attended a boarding school near to the camp. He writes: 

At your website for camp 95 are some photos; the one on the left, second row is very dear to me.  You 
see, along the fence, on the outside was a footpath, a short cut from Spiegelfeld to St.Marein in the 
middle of the valley with the railway station, movie house and stores. When my mother visited me at the 
home she would take that path and on several occasions, with my two brothers and I, she would strike up 
a conversation with the POWs lingering at that end of the camp.  My mother was fluent in English, having 
lived for 25 years in the U S.  My youngest brother, he was about seven at the time remembers the 
chocolate he received from one of the soldiers.  It was kind of curious that some fellows would gather at 
that fence as it was the far NE end of the camp; in fact the far end of the sports field. Now, that photo is 
very close to the spot where mother would talk with the fellows.  If the guy on the right was not there one 
could see the spire of the church of St. Lorenzen, about one half mile away, also the political jurisdiction 
under which Spiegelfeld and the Camp were. If you look to the left, at the very end, where the fence turns 
to the left at a 90 degree angle there was a large Linden tree under which we kids would sing in the 
Summer.  And then right across a narrow dirt road was Spiegelfeld.  As one looks across the fence, here 
is a field, kukkuruz (maize) was grown there.  Looks like the picture was taken in the Fall of 43 or 44.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/daviescarol/daviescarol.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/brown/wsmith2.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/brown/wsmith3.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/brown/wsmith1.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/bennetteric/ebennettgrp3.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/bennetteric/ebennettgrp1.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/alderson/alderson03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/alderson/alderson02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/bennetteric/ftaylor.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/bennetteric/dutchgirls.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/bell/bell01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/bennetteric/bennettgrp2.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/alderson/alderson04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org.uk/gardener/gardener01.jpg
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Date of visit: 30 November 1943 (by International Red Cross) 

General Description 

This is a large and new camp situated about 7km north-east of Bruck in the Upper Styrian industry area. 
The barracks are of an improved type with a large corridor in the middle and the rooms on both sides of it. 
The camp consists of 6 sleeping and living barracks, 1 hospital barrack now partly used as sleeping 
quarters, 1 temporary cookhouse with adjoining washhouse and latrine, 1 bath and washhouse combined 
with another latrine, 1 magazine and 1 large cookhouse with adjoining mess-hall, under construction. The 
recreation space within the barbed wire is too small and will be considerably enlarged. 

Present personnel 

994 British prisoners of war; only four of them are old-timers of German captivity, the rest came from Italy. 
30 Non-commissioned Officers act as camp staff. 

Interior arrangement 

Each barrack consists of 4 rooms with 36 beds each, 2 rooms with 16 beds each, another small room with 
four beds where the NCOs are lodged. The bunks are of the ordinary double-tier wooden type, with 
palliasses and 2 good blankets. The larger rooms have two stoves, the smaller ones, one. Electric light, 
feeble globes. Benches and tables are insufficient in number as there is not enough space to place them. 
The rooms are slightly overcrowded, but the cubic space allowed to each man is still more than the 
minimum prescribed by the German Army regulations. this is due to the fact that the corridors are taken 
into account. 

Bathing and washing facilities 

Unsatisfactory. There are only 24 taps with running cold water in the two washhouses. The Delegate 
made strong representations to the fact and was promised by the firm that the number of taps will be 
increased to 50 and that an additional number of washbasins will be given out. There is a shortage of 
water in this camp and the whole district due to the installment of numerous working camps and the 
erection of large factories for which the former water supply is inadequate. Enlargement of the water 
supply is in progress. 

Toilet facilities 

34 seats and 4 large urinals. This accommodation will be enlarged too. The latrines are of the pit type and 
are periodically emptied. 

Food and Cooking 

The cooking is done by British cooks. 24 men are in charge of the kitchen. The men receive heavy-
workers rations and the food is reported to be good and well-cooked. There is a Red Cross parcel stock 
for six weeks in camp. 

Medical attention and sickness 

There is a resident British medical Officer, Capt. Dr. Munro, in this camp. 9 Medical Orderlies work under 
his supervision. The hospital which is under construction will be very satisfactory when finished, and the 
delegate asked the manager of the firm to have this work speeded up. The works' dentist is available for 
dental treatment; extractions and fillings only. As most of these men are recent arrivals from Italy, the 
general state of health appears to be definitely below the normal standard. Sores, boils, impetigo and 
carbuncles are frequent. The daily sick parade occupies about three hours. About 150 men are seen and 
the number incapable of work varies from 80 - 100 per day. It is hoped that under the care of the British 
Medical Officer the general state of health may improve.  
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Clothing 

The majority of the men has but one uniform and are very badly off for underwear and socks. The shoeing 
position is acute. They depend entirely upon the British Red Cross supply.  

Laundry 

No facilities at all. The men do the washing in their time and have a soap issue from the firm. 

Money and Pay 

Unsettled. The men are engaged in foundation work for a large factory (Bohler-Stahl) and do mostly 
contract work. Two shifts. 

Canteen 

No canteen so far. 

Religious activity 

No visits from a Padre yet. 

Recreation and exercise 

A nearby sports ground is at the men's disposal but they have very little sports gear. 

Mail 

In order. 

Welfare work 

An entertainment and sporting committee is in action. 

Complaints 

At a conference with the works' representative all questions with regard to the new hospital, new 
cookhouse and mess hall, food and cooking, working hours, sports ground and entertainments had been 
fully discussed. The camp has good prospects. 

Other Reports 

31 January 1944: Pte Keeling, 6358, died as a result of injuries received while working in a trench. 

August 1944: A serious labour dispute had to be settled . This detachment had a compliment of 854 men, 
who were at the point of mutiny. The Man of Confidence, WO M.H. Mantle, had resigned the day before 
the Delegate's arrival. 

Following the Protecting Power's intervention, the civilian employers, Boehler Steel Works, agreed: 

a)  to reduce the daily task from 3.6m3 digging and shovelling to 3.3m3    7.2m3 shovelling to 6.6m3 

& 120 cement mixtures to 90 mixings. 
b)  air raid shelters are not to be built in the prisoners' spare time. All B-graded prisoners to be 
employed for this work on a moderate task. 

This agreement was accepted by the prisoners representatives and WO Mantle continues to act as Man 
of Confidence. The complaint is settled. 


